Proteases are an expanding class of drugs that hold great promise. The U.S. FDA (Food and Drug Administration) has approved 12 protease therapies, and a number of next generation or completely new proteases are in clinical development. Although they are a well-recognized class of targets for inhibitors, proteases themselves have not typically been considered as a drug class despite their application in the clinic over the last several decades; initially as plasma fractions and later as purified products. Although the predominant use of proteases has been in treating cardiovascular disease, they are also emerging as useful agents in the treatment of sepsis, digestive disorders, inflammation, cystic fibrosis, retinal disorders, psoriasis and other diseases. In the present review, we outline the history of proteases as therapeutics, provide an overview of their current clinical application, and describe several approaches to improve and expand their clinical application. Undoubtedly, our ability to harness proteolysis for disease treatment will increase with our understanding of protease biology and the molecular mechanisms responsible. New technologies for rationally engineering proteases, as well as improved delivery options, will expand greatly the potential applications of these enzymes. The recognition that proteases are, in fact, an established class of safe and efficacious drugs will stimulate investigation of additional therapeutic applications for these enzymes. Proteases therefore have a bright future as a distinct therapeutic class with diverse clinical applications.
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PROTEASES ARE UBQUITOUS IN BIOLOGY

Sequencing of the human genome revealed that more than 2% of our genes encode proteases, suggesting that these enzymes possess functions more complex than the simple digestive role that they are often assumed to play [1]. For example, proteases regulate growth factors, cytokines, chemokines and cellular receptors, both through activation and inactivation leading to downstream intracellular signalling and gene regulation. For most proteases, it is unclear how many physiologically relevant substrates they have, how active a given protease is within particular tissues in the human body, and how these characteristics differ in disease. Up-regulation of proteolysis is associated commonly with different types of cancer and is linked to tumour metastasis, invasion and growth [2]. Dysregulated proteolysis is also a feature of various inflammatory, and other, diseases. Prior to the use of high-throughput proteomic analyses it was assumed that most human proteases had thousands of substrates, but now a more accurate view is that most of them have 100 or fewer substrates, which are profoundly determined by spatial and temporal factors. Considerable effort is required to resolve the detailed activities of proteases in vivo and this is currently being catalogued by a number of high-throughput genomic and proteomic approaches whose findings will be useful and necessary to guide further therapeutic development [3]. Many of the current therapeutic proteases have only a few physiological substrates. This small number of physiological substrates enables their clinical application. Restricting, or altogether redesigning, the selectivity of proteases to minimize the number of substrates they engage in vivo is also becoming increasingly possible for the creation of new therapeutic proteases.

Understanding protease biology is complicated, because the potential substrate repertoire is the entire human proteome. Proteases are encoded by more than 550 human genes [4–6]. Comparing this number against popular drug targets, there are 518 kinase genes [7], 950 GPCR (G-protein-coupled receptor) genes [8] and 107 phosphatase genes [9]. The most abundant human protease genes are metallopeptidases followed by serine, cysteine, threonine and aspartyl family members [4]. Of these proteases, almost 100 are thought to be inactive on the basis of the absence of catalytic residues; the roles of these non-proteolytic proteins are for the most part unclear. An exception is HGF (hepatocyte growth factor), which has a trypsin fold but lacks any of the three catalytic residues typical of a protease of this type, that has a clear role in cell signalling and proliferation [10]. Several HGF-like proteins are found in our genome and inactive trypsins are found in abundance in the insect genomes [11]. Protease-dependent processes include digestion, protein processing, homoeostasis, development, apoptosis, protein turnover, immunity, complement activation, blood coagulation and many others. The roles of proteases are therefore numerous and their activities occur both intra- and extra-cellularly. Regulation of proteolytic activity is an important factor in the application of proteases as therapeutics.
Proteases are tightly regulated at multiple levels. First, transcription, translation, and often extensive post-translational modification are tissue specific. Once produced as proteins, proteases may be localized to specific organs, tissues and subcellular locations through protein–protein interactions, or circulate in the vascular or lymphatic systems. To control the spatial and temporal location of protease activity, nearly all proteases are made initially as zymogens that have very low to undetectable levels of catalytic activity. Such zymogens must be activated by proteolytic processing and hence are often found in the pathways involving sequential protease activation. Proteolytic activity is regulated further by protease inhibitors that modulate the effective concentration of active enzyme [12]. Several of these inhibitors, such as SPINK5 (serine peptidase inhibitor, Kazal type 5), contain multiple inhibitory domains that differentially regulate the activity of a variety of proteases and have the potential for therapeutic application on their own [13]. The abundance and effectiveness of endogenous inhibitors plays a dominant role in the application of proteases as therapeutics.

Perhaps the most important lesson that can be learned from current protease therapeutics is the difficulty in overcoming these protective mechanisms to achieve therapeutic benefit while minimizing side effects. For example, the half-life of t-PA (tissue-type plasminogen activator) in its active form is on the order of minutes, due to its rapid clearance by endogenous inhibitors, yet levels of t-PA that are too high can lead to haemorrhage and other bleeding problems. Specificity of proteases is highly variable and ranges from promiscuous degradation to limited proteolysis of a select subsets of proteins. Proteases may also share substrates, and their signalling pathways can link disparate biological processes [14]. The numerous ways to affect their activity, and the resulting broad and dynamic range of catalytic efficiencies, provide important mechanisms that affect the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of therapeutic proteases.

The U.S. FDA (Food and Drug Administration) has approved a variety of proteases for therapeutic use. As shown in Table 1, the twelve available protease drugs include treatments for haemophilia, stroke, AMI (acute myocardial infarction), sepsis, traumatic bleeding, muscle spasms and digestive disorders. Zenpep® is the most recent FDA-approved digestive aid that contains a number of proteolytic enzymes; however, many similar formulations are currently on the market [15]. Each therapeutic protease carries out its function by cleaving proteins to either activate or inactivate them. The first approved proteases were extracted from natural sources. For example, urokinase was initially extracted from urine, bovine thrombin was purified from bovine blood and FIX (Factor IX) was derived from human plasma of human donors [16]. The application of these therapeutics both led to the recognition of their pathogen-associated risks, including hepatitis C and AIDS, and spurred the implementation of improved safety measures that now apply to many other biological-based therapies. Proteases are preferably generated recombinantly using non-human sources to minimize such contamination. Currently used production hosts include CHO (Chinese hamster ovary) cells, the Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli and the Gram-positive bacteria Clostridium botulinum. All currently marketed proteases are serum proteases with the exception of the bacterial botulinum neurotoxins, which are zinc metalloproteases.

The first thrombolytic drug: u-PA (urokinase-type plasminogen activator)

The first FDA-approved purified protease drug u-PA (urokinase) ushered in the era of enzyme-based thrombolytic therapy and provided a welcome alternative to the surgical removal of emboli, which had a limited effectiveness at restoring patency to occluded vessels. u-PA, derived from primary neonatal kidney cell culture, was approved for clinical application in 1978 and remains in use for its ability to dissolve blood clots in blood vessels and intravenous catheters. It achieves this function by converting endogenous plasminogen into its active form, plasmin, by specific cleavage at a single position in the molecule (Figure 1). Clot lysis occurs in two phases. In the first phase, activation of plasminogen occurs on the surface of the fibrin clot [17]. In the second, the fibrin that is degraded by plasmin exposes
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Figure 1 Protease therapeutics applied successfully for procoagulant and fibrinolytic indications

Proteolytic cascades are responsible for the formation and dissolution of blood clots and therefore can be used individually for therapeutic benefit. Eight proteases (shown in dark green circles) have been approved for clinical use. The use of proteases for benefits outside of clotting has begun to emerge from a deeper understanding of protease biology and better delivery technologies. For example, the anticoagulant APC may be modified for its anti-inflammatory effect whereas tissue prekallikrein (pKAL) is a target for gene therapy owing to its anti-hypertensive potential. Protein cofactors are represented by rectangles with rounded edges. FBN, fibronectin; FII, prothrombin; KAL, kallikrein; PC, protein C; PMGN, plasminogen; PMN, plasmin; TNKase, tenecteplase.

Attacking heart attacks and stroke: t-PA and streptokinase

The second protease developed to treat thrombotic disease was t-PA [24]. Full-length t-PA has five domains: the fibronectin finger domain, a growth factor domain, two kringle domains and a catalytic serine protease domain. Like u-PA, t-PA cleaves plasminogen into its active form plasmin, which then degrades the fibrin meshwork of blood clots. However, unlike u-PA, t-PA binds specifically to fibrin (mediated by the fibronectin finger and EGF2 domains) and this binding greatly stimulates plasminogen activation [25]. Consequently, plasminogen activation by t-PA occurs preferentially at sites of fibrin deposition (i.e. thrombi). In contrast with u-PA and streptokinase therefore, intravenous administration of t-PA results in local, rather than systemic, fibrinolysis.

Alteplase, marketed as Activase® (Genentech), was the first t-PA molecule to reach the clinic. It was first approved by the FDA in 1987 to treat AMI, then for treating stroke in 1996 and then for catheter clearing in 2002. The clinical manifestations of thrombolytic treatments include myocardial infarction, whereas those in the arteries of the brain can cause stroke. In the extremities, peripheral arterial occlusion causes pain, muscle atrophy and, in severe cases, ischaemia requiring amputation. Alternatively, deep vein thrombosis can result in pulmonary embolism. Although distinct in their locations, their common mechanism of generation and similar composition provides a basis for therapeutic intervention. Recombinant t-PA is useful clinically for the treatment of each of these conditions because it can be administered systemically to produce local fibrinolysis and clot dissolution. However, poor pharmacokinetics requires t-PA to be administered as a bolus followed by a constant infusion. Active t-PA is inactivated rapidly by endogenous inhibitors, primarily PAI-1 (plasminogen activator inhibitor-1), leading to a biological half-life of only 6 min [26]. t-PA is also cleared by recognition of its high mannose carbohydrate moiety. Given the success of t-PA, considerable effort was spent in improving its properties. Second-generation products have been approved and others are along the pathway to approval.

Two variants of t-PA are currently in use, reteplase and tenecteplase, in addition to the first-generation product alteplase. Differences in the underlying composition of these two agents and their design highlight the variability in development pathways available to protease-based therapeutics. Reteplase (Retavase®; Boehringer Mannheim) is a truncated form of t-PA approved for the thrombolytic treatment of AMI. The N-terminal fibronectin finger, the EGF domain and the first kringle domains are deleted in reteplase compared with the native t-PA and these changes reduce the affinity of the protease for fibrin as well as the rate of clearance, thus increasing its half-life in plasma. This permits the administration of reteplase as a double bolus rather than as an infusion, reducing the time and expense of administration. The molecule lacks glycosylation because it is expressed recombinantly in E. coli. The effectiveness of reteplase has been demonstrated in several clinical trials [27,28]. Taken together these studies show that reteplase is not inferior in efficacy to the first-generation t-PA and can be administered more conveniently. Tenecteplase (TNKase®, TNK-tPA; Genentech) was approved by the FDA in 2000 and improved upon the first-generation agent by engineering the protease to avoid inactivation by endogenous inhibitors using site-directed mutagenesis and manipulating its carbohydrate content to improve its circulating half-life [29].

Three sites of the protease were mutated: a substitution of an asparagine residue for Thr103 (T103N), a substitution of a glutamine residue for Asn177 (N117Q) and alanine substitutions for residues 296–299. The T103N mutation creates a new N-linked glycosylation site to improve protein solubility and extend the proteases circulation half-life, the N117Q mutation eliminates a high mannose glycosylation site to reduce the clearance rate, and the changes at residues 296–299 limit interaction with PAI-1 [30]. Compared with the first-generation t-PA molecule, none of the associated protein domains are missing, so fibrin selectivity of the protease remains high.
thus reducing plasmin activation at non-preferred sites and the concomitant risk of intracerebral haemorrhage [31]. Teneoctase has a half-life of 18 min in humans and the drug has been tested extensively in clinical trials [32–34]. In contrast with alteplase and retevase, teneoctase proved efficacious during clinical trials when administered as a single bolus; teneoctase therefore allows a simpler and more convenient dosing than the other two t-PAs. Despite the practical advantages of second-generation t-PAs molecules, alteplase remains widely used due to its established and near equivalent efficacy and its lower cost. The two engineering strategies used to generate the two approved t-PAs variants, modification of binding properties and resistance to endogenous inhibitors by truncation or mutagenesis, will probably prove useful in bringing other proteases to the clinic.

In an indirect route to protease therapy, stimulation of endogenous protease activity by protein cofactors can be used for therapeutic effect. Streptokinase is a protease activator produced by β-haemolytic streptococci that has been approved as a way to activate plasminogen into an active protease to enable its further self-activation to plasmin [35]. The mechanism of action of streptokinase does not involve the canonical proteolytic activation of the zymogen, but involves forming a binary complex with plasminogen inducing a conformational change into an active protease. As streptokinase is not of human origin, circulating antibodies to the protein are typically present in plasma from previous streptococcal infections. Streptokinase must therefore be administered with a large initial dose to overcome these antibodies. The half-life of streptokinase is approx. 80 min after the clearance of the antibodies [36]. Because streptokinase may deplete circulating plasminogen after a few hours, its optimal use requires multiple administrations and intermittent treatment with heparin, an anticoagulant. Streptokinase causes several adverse reactions that u-PA and the various forms of t-PA do not. The initial preparations of streptokinase were associated with a very high incidence of antigenicity and severe allergic reactions. The current purified formulations are relatively free of such pyrogens, but the protein itself is still antigenic. Streptokinase may induce the formation of additional antibodies making subsequent treatment with this drug difficult, if not impossible.

### The first haemophilia drug: FIX

FIX is essential for efficient blood clotting and maintenance of normal haemostasis (Figure 1). In the initial response to injury, cell-based TF (tissue factor) is exposed to the bloodstream and this initiates a cascade of events that starts with formation of a complex between TF and FVII (Factor VII) or FVIIia. The TF–FVIIa complex then activates the zymogens of two additional coagulation proteases, FIX and FX (Factor X). The active form of FIX (Factor IXa) stimulates a small release of thrombin, priming platelets and activating FVIII (Factor VIII). These initial events provide the system for rapid amplification leading to the formation of a blood clot, as the activated FIXa–FVIIIa complex binds to the platelet surface activating FX more efficiently to yield a burst of thrombin formation [37]. Thrombin then converts fibrinogen into fibrin, which forms the meshwork of a blood clot.

Several proteins of the coagulation cascade, as well as relatively complex mixtures of coagulation proteins, are approved for the treatment of bleeding disorders. Three coagulation proteins, FVIII, FIX and FXII, are used as factor replacement therapy for haemophilia A, B and C respectively. FVIII is a large protein that when activated to FVIIIa is a cofactor of FIXa, whereas FXII and FIX are serine protease zymogens. Early treatments for haemophilia relied on plasma extracts to replace missing coagulation factors [38] and numerous plasma-derived biologicals containing proteases are approved currently. Epidemics such as AIDS and hepatitis C were devastating for haemophiliacs due to the biological source of the agents used to treat them, which provided a strong impetus for the development of safer recombinant versions of coagulation factors. This has improved the overall safety of biological therapeutics in general. Although the risk of contamination by human viruses and prions from plasma-derived proteases has been reduced greatly with improved screening and viral inactivation techniques [39], recombinant technology is now the preferred method of protease production.

The FIX protease has been used successfully as a replacement therapy for haemophilia B patients to treat acute bleeding episodes and bleeding during surgical procedures. More recently, FIX has been used prophylactically to mitigate some of the chronic complications of this disease [40]. FIX collected as a plasma fraction, either complexed with FII, FVII and FX or purified, is marketed by several manufacturers. Examples of such products include AlphaNine® (Grifols Biologicals), Konyne® (Bayer), Mononine® (CSL Behring), Prolifnine® (Grifols Biologicals) and Proplex T® (Baxter). In humans, FIX is synthesized in hepatocytes as a single-chain zymogen that is modified extensively post-translationally before it is released into the blood. Since the potent procoagulant activity of FIX is dependent upon these post-translational modifications, the drug cannot be produced in bacteria and requires the use of eukaryotic cell cultures. FIX contains a Gla (γ-carboxyglutamatic acid) domain at its N-terminus and its modification is essential for binding to activated platelet membranes [41]. Many other clotting factors are similarly modified. In this vitamin K-dependent process, an additional carboxy group is added on to glutamate residues allowing the modified proteins to bind to negatively charged membrane surfaces in the presence of calcium. Proper γ-carboxylation is also important for the efficient secretion of FIX from its recombinant production hosts. Two EGF-like domains and an activation peptide separate the serine protease domain from the cell surface and contribute to substrate and cofactor binding. The molecule also contains β-hydroxyaspartic acid residues that are important in calcium binding within the EGF domains [42,43]. The activation peptide is removed when FIX is activated to FIXα leaving two chains, one containing the Gla and EGF domains and the other containing the serine protease domain; the two chains are linked covalently by a disulfide bridge [44,45]. Recombinant FIX produced in CHO cells, marketed as BeneFIX® (Wyeth), was approved by the FDA in 1997. As this protease is administered in an inactive zymogen state, it is not rapidly cleared by interaction with endogenous inhibitors.

Although it has been very successful in treating acute bleeding episodes, FIX replacement therapy remains challenging for chronic prophylactic use because of the enzyme’s relatively short half-life in circulation. FIX is cleared from the blood with a terminal half-life in humans of approx. 18 h; consequently, two to three injections a week of FIX are required to mitigate effectively bleeding tendencies in haemophilia B patients [46]. A complication of FIX replacement therapy is the development over time of antibodies against it due to the required multiple and continued dosing. Anti-FIX antibodies are known as inhibitors since they were observed prior to their identification as antibodies, and they result in prolonged bleeding times once they arise [47]. Inhibitors arise in approx. 2.5% of patients, most commonly in patients with severe haemophilia who have extremely low endogenous FIX levels [48]. These patients do not respond well to immune tolerance therapy, which involves periods of sustained dosing, a procedure that has proved more successful in haemophilia A patients with antibodies against FVIII. To combat this complication, knowledge of the coagulation
system has been used to promote enhanced haemostasis using the extrinsic pathway and FVIIa, which is known as bypass therapy [49].

**Expanding indications from haemophilia to bleeding: FVIIa**

Recombinant FVIIa, NovoSeven® (Novo Nordisk), is the first recombinant product available for the treatment of haemophilia patients that have neutralizing antibodies (i.e. inhibitors) towards FVIII or FIX [50]. FVIIa is currently generating significant interest for trauma care and for uncontrolled haemorrhage and coagulopathy [51]. Other indications for FVIIa therapy include patients with bleeding tendencies from liver disease [52], thrombocytopenia [53], qualitative platelet dysfunction [54] and for patients with normal coagulation systems undergoing extensive surgery [55] or who have experienced major trauma and haemorrhage [56]. As mentioned above, development of antibody-based inhibitors is one of the most serious limitations of haemophilia A and B replacement therapy and renders conventional replacement therapy ineffective. Recombinant coagulation FVIIa has been demonstrated to be a safe and efficacious alternative procoagulant therapy for patients with inhibitors in several clinical trials [55,57,58]. The drug is approved in the U.S.A. for use in haemophilia patients with inhibitors and in Europe for additional indications such as FVII deficiency and Glanzmann’s thrombasthenia.

FVIIa initiates coagulation and accelerates clot formation though its interaction with TF (Figure 1). Because FVIIa plays such a crucial role in the initiation of blood coagulation, genetic defects that reduce dramatically its expression or function are extremely rare. Typical zymogen activation of trypsin-like proteases involves the burial of a nascent N-terminus into the core of the protein leading to the stabilization of a highly active conformation of the protease. However, the propensity of the N-terminus in free FVIIa to become buried is low, thus rendering the activated protein zymogen-like and its proteolytic activity dependent upon binding to TF. Complexation induces structural rearrangement involving both the active site, a key structural helix, as well as a loop in the extended substrate binding pocket of FVIIa [59,60]. Some structures of the active enzyme indicate that activation may also involve conformational changes in the oxyanion hole, which is responsible for stabilization of the transition state during catalysis [61]. Like FIX, FVIIa is γ-carboxylated; it has a Gla domain that is required for membrane interaction and two EGF domains. Both the protease and the EGF domains are involved in the recognition of TF as defined clearly by the crystal structure of their complex [62]. Because FVIIa promotes coagulation by binding exposed TF and/or activated platelets at the site of injury, its effects are local and systemic effects are thought to be minimal, a feature that is vital for the success of current and future versions of this therapeutic protease.

FVIIa belongs to a subset of proteases whose active form presents a non-canonical active-site cleft that allow them to evade interaction with endogenous inhibitors, thus imparting a prolonged half-life. For these proteases to express their full catalytic activity they must interact with specific cofactors or substrates. Following activation into its two-chain form, FVIIa displays poor activity towards substrates and inhibitors until it forms a complex with TF [63]. In turn, this allows FVIIa to evade interaction with inhibitors and results in a longer half-life of approx. 3 h, which is considerably longer than most other homologous proteases that are administered in an active form. Distorted active-site architectures are also observed in the complement cascade where several of the proteases circulate in the bloodstream as an active form that is resistant to inhibition. Current protein engineering efforts aim to improve the activity of FVIIa while maintaining these favourable pharmacokinetic properties. Our understanding and application of FVIIa would almost certainly be enhanced significantly by the solution of the structure of the inhibitor-free protease, either by crystallography or NMR, to guide future developments.

**Surgical sealant: thrombin**

Thrombin, a pivotal component of the coagulation cascade, converts fibrinogen into fibrin monomers that then multimerize to form stable blood clots (Figure 1) [64]. Thrombin binds and activates other substrates including FVIII, FV (Factor V) and PAR (protease-activated receptor)-1 and, in severe trauma, PAR-4 [65]. In complex with TM (thrombomodulin), thrombin elicits anticoagulant effects by activating protein C. As will be discussed below, this dual nature of thrombin has been exploited in protein engineering studies to produce anticoagulant molecules that lack the procoagulant functionality and have potential clinical application [66]. Prothrombin, the zymogen of thrombin contains an N-terminal Gla domain, two kringle domains and a serine protease domain [67]. Proteolytic activation of prothrombin by FXa bound to FVa removes the calcium- and membrane-binding Gla domain, thus allowing thrombin to diffuse locally near sites of its activation. Bovine thrombin, combined with fibrin and sometimes collagen, has been used in various formulations to treat bleeding from surgery or trauma. For example, bandages containing both bovine thrombin and bovine fibrin (such as D-Stat Dry) have been approved as medical devices to control surface bleeding. Despite the fact that proteins of bovine origin may result in the development of allergic reactions, they offer the advantage of being relatively inexpensive to manufacture. In 2008 the FDA approved topical recombinant human thrombin marketed as Recothrom® (Zymogenetics) to help stop small blood vessels from bleeding after surgery. Recombinant human thrombin was found to be as effective as bovine thrombin while being less immunogenic [68,69]. Procoagulant proteases, formulated into bandages with or without their natural substrates, offer significant potential for the treatment of traumatic injury.

**Tackling sepsis: APC (activated protein C)**

Sepsis represents a spectrum of severe diseases that result from serious infection and the protective response to microbial invasion. In the U.S.A. as many individuals die annually from sepsis as from acute myocardial infarction; consequently, there is considerable need for therapeutics to combat this disease. Among the myriad effects resulting from sepsis is the high prevalence of disseminated intravascular coagulation. Reduced levels of APC during sepsis suggests this protease as a potential drug that could alleviate this hypercoagulable state and permit medical intervention via additional treatments [70]. APC is a plasma serine protease involved in both blood coagulation and inflammation [71,72]. The protein C zymogen is composed of two peptide chains joined by a disulfide bond. The N-terminal light chain contains two EGF domains and an N-terminal Gla domain [73]. Protein C is activated by the thrombin–TM complex [74]. APC cleaves FVa and FVIIa in the presence of the cofactor protein S, thus removing their cofactor function, and down-regulates the magnitude of the coagulation response [75]. Both the anticoagulant and anti-inflammatory properties of APC are relevant therapeutically; however, the pleiotropic effects of APC have complicated its clinical use.
Anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic functions of APC are mediated by its interactions with the EPCR (endothelial protein C receptor) [76]. Much of the cytoprotective effect is attributable to the interaction of APC with the EPCR and the subsequent cleavage of PAR-1 [77]. Downstream signalling through PAR-1 alters the gene expression profile towards the anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic pathways [78]. However, this effect is paradoxical to the procoagulant signalling through PAR-1 resulting from its activation by thrombin [79]. Downstream signalling through APC can function independently of PAR-1, such as through the ApoE (apolipoprotein E) receptor [80] and leucocyte integrins $\beta 1$ and $\beta 3$ [81]. Much work remains to be done to fully elucidate the role of these pathways in the biology of APC.

Recombinant human APC [drotrecogin alfa, Xigris® (Eli Lilly)] was approved in 2001 for the treatment of severe sepsis. There was considerable disagreement during the FDA deliberations, yet approval was given for the use of APC in patients with sepsis at high risk of death as indicated by multiple organ failures [82]. The observed efficacy of (activated) drotrecogin alfa is principally on the basis of the results of a single randomized double-blind placebo-controlled multicentre study [83]. Despite its noted benefits, APC remains controversial and studies have questioned its therapeutic benefit [84,85]. At issue are the classification criteria for patients responsive to treatment with APC. Patients with higher scores in the APACHE II (Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II) system tend to respond better to APC [86]. However, the excessive anticoagulant abilities of APC are significant regardless of patient classification and an increased prevalence of serious bleeding events and patient death has been documented for APC-based therapy [87,88]. Absence of alternative strategies and prior success in APC therapeutic development warrants modification of the protease through protein engineering to reduce its anticoagulant properties, while maintaining its cytoprotective benefits to minimize these unwanted side effects.

**Taming toxins for therapy: botulinum toxins A and B**

Botulinum toxin is a neurotoxin produced by *C. botulinum*, a Gram-positive spore-forming obligate anaerobe found in soil [89]. Botulinum toxin occurs as seven antigenically distinct types designated as A–G, which are defined by a lack of antibody cross-neutralization. Other strains of clostridia have also been shown to produce botulinum toxin. Of the seven known serotypes, type A botulinum toxin has the longest duration of action, and thus is most appropriate for cosmetic and medical uses; however, the reason for the differences in its properties is unknown [90]. Although botulinum toxin is cleared rapidly, its effects can last for months [91]. Botulinum toxin disrupts neurotransmission by inhibiting the release of acetylcholine at the presynaptic cholinergic nerve terminals of the peripheral nervous system and at the ganglionic nerve terminals of the autonomic nervous system (Figure 2). The heavy chain of botulinum toxin mediates the binding of the toxin to the neuronal cell membrane at the nerve terminus, and the toxin is then internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis. The light chain then undergoes ATP- and pH-dependent translocation into the cytosol where, as a zinc-dependent endoprotease, it cleaves and inactivates specific components of the SNAP (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor-attachment protein)–SNARE (SNAP receptor) complex. Although all botulinum toxin serotypes inhibit acetylcholine release, the intracellular substrate of botulinum toxin varies by serotype: botulinum toxin types A, C and E cleave SNAP-25; types B, D, F and G cleave synaptobrevin; and type C cleaves syntaxin.

In 1989, the FDA approved botulinum neurotoxin A Botox® (Allergan) for the treatment of strabismus and blepharospasm associated with dystonia, which involve muscular contractions around the eye [92]. Subsequently, various other disorders related to muscle physiology were explored and in 2002 the FDA approved botulinum toxin type A for cosmetic use to treat glabellar lines, also known as frown lines. In 2000, botulinum toxin type B was approved for the treatment of cervical dystonia. Botulinum toxin type A is in clinical trials for numerous additional indications, including pain, muscle spasticity, overactive bladder, alopecia areata, benign prostatic hyperplasia and headaches, whereas type B is in clinical trials for spasticity due to cerebral palsy and cervical dystonia [93]. Besides the development of botulinum toxin for more indications, other efforts are aiming to reduce immunogenicity of the material, developing less invasive delivery methods and improving stability of the drug [94,95].

**Proteases as digestive aids**

Virtually all patients with cystic fibrosis suffer from severe intestinal malabsorption that is due mainly to a deficiency in pancreatic enzymes. Abnormal levels of bile salts, bicarbonate deficiency and other factors contribute to the problem. Effective treatments therefore should allow a normal to high-fat diet, control symptoms such as pancreatic lesion and achieve normal nutrition. Pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy involving a defined mixture of proteases, lipases and amylases can be used to achieve normal or near-normal absorption in most people with cystic fibrosis. Zenpep® (Eurand), or pancrelipase, is a porcine-derived pancreatic enzyme product that was recently approved for cystic fibrosis patients and that has been shown to improve both fat and nitrogen uptake in patients [96]. It is one of many such digestive protease preparations that have been approved and marketed [97].

**Non-FDA approved uses of proteases: wound debridement**

Debridement involves the removal of dead and damaged tissue from wounds in order to assist in their healing. Much of the
in vivo formulations of plasmin, the protease produced by t-PA activity. Generation of plasmin and focusing the activity to sites of clotting. Building upon this concept, agents with an even higher affinity for fibrin have been sought. For example desmoteplase, a plasminogen activator from the saliva of Desmodus rotundus, is more specific for fibrin than human t-PA [102]. In a preclinical model, desmoteplase was twice as potent as alteplase with a shorter lysis time and lower recollusion rate of blood vessels. Desmoteplase appears more resistant to proteolysis by plasmin, the product of its action, and this may improve its activity. An initial Phase II trial also showed better efficacy than alteplase with a comparable safety profile [103]; however, a second Phase II trial [DIAS-2 (Desmoteplase In Acute Ischemic Stroke 2)] did not reproduce this positive outcome. Alternatively, the therapeutic efficacy of t-PA molecules is being enhanced by lowering its affinity for endogenous inhibitors via rational design as demonstrated in tenecteplase. Newer variants include duteplase [104] and monteplase [105]. Notwithstanding the success of t-PA therapeutics, it appears that alternative directions may be necessary for optimal thrombolytic therapy. Contributions from the architecture of the fibrin clot, as well as the TAFI-mediated abbreviation of clot dissolution, may be key parameters that influence these outcomes and should be examined further. As proteases often function within cascades of proteolytic activation, agents either upstream or downstream within the target pathway can be used for therapeutic benefit. For t-PA, a natural shortcut focuses directly on plasmin administration. Plasmin from both plasma-derived and recombinant sources is being developed for the treatment of vascular occlusion. Prior to emergence of t-PA and u-PA, plasmin received significant attention and was tested in several animal models. These early results demonstrated effectiveness of this protease when administered locally to sites of thrombi, with systemic administration being observed to be ineffective [107]. The rapid inactivation of plasmin is mediated by the serpin α₂-antiplasmin. Plasmin was abandoned in these early years for two reasons. First, the utility of systemic dosing afforded by u-PA and then t-PA appeared clearly advantageous. Secondly, plasmin administration required

Table 2 Improved protease therapies in clinical development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protease</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Development stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desmoteplase</td>
<td>Lundbeck</td>
<td>Recombinant bat t-PA, rDSP</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIX-Fc</td>
<td>Biogen Idec</td>
<td>Fusion of an Fc fragment of IgG with FIX</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIX</td>
<td>Novo Nordisk</td>
<td>Long-acting FIX derivative</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rFVIIa-albumin fusion</td>
<td>CSL Behring</td>
<td>FIX fused with albumin</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlycoPEGylated FIX, NN7999</td>
<td>Novo Nordisk</td>
<td>Subcutaneous long-acting FVIIa derivative</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlycoPEGylated FIX, NN7129</td>
<td>Novo Nordisk</td>
<td>Recombinant FIX variant, developed with gene shuffling technology</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIX</td>
<td>Bayer Schering Pharma/Maxygen</td>
<td>Adeno-associated viral vector expressing human FIX (scAAV2/B-LP1-hFIXco)</td>
<td>Phase I/II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIX</td>
<td>Children's Hospital of Philadelphia</td>
<td>Adeno-associated viral vector expressing human FIX (AAV2-hFIX)</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIX analogue</td>
<td>Pfizer/Catalyst Biosciences</td>
<td>Engineered FIX</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEGylated FIX</td>
<td>Baxter International</td>
<td>Long-acting FIX derivative</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rFVIIa-albumin fusion</td>
<td>CSL Behring</td>
<td>FIX fused with albumin</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVIIa-CTP, MOD-5023</td>
<td>Prolor Biotech</td>
<td>Long-acting FVIIa analogue</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FXa analogue</td>
<td>Pfizer/Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia</td>
<td>Engineered FXa</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineered FIX and other proteases</td>
<td>Bayer Schering Pharma/Direvo</td>
<td>Therapeutic technology, proteases with altered specificity and inhibitor resistance</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPANDING THE PROTEASE PHARMACOPEIA

As shown in Table 2, several protease drugs are in development with the potential to improve upon the currently approved therapeutics. These include FVII, FIX and t-PA protein-based biologicals, and the use of gene therapy to deliver FIX. In addition to the proteases in clinical trials that represent potential improvements on currently marketed therapies, novel protease therapies are also being evaluated as summarized in Table 3. Each protease drug is discussed below and the key points of their development described.

New thrombolytics and anticoagulants

1-PA variants

Although thrombolytic therapy has been adopted widely as a frontline strategy in the treatment of AMI and stroke, significant need still exists for thrombolytic agents with improved pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. Multiple approaches have been, and continue to be, applied in developing next-generation t-PAs, while other efforts are focusing on developing formulations of plasmin, the protease produced by t-PA activity in vivo. Approaches to extending the half-life of t-PA and other proteases via engineering, include fusions with other proteins, mutations, deletions and post-translational modifications. The redesign of t-PA has been reviewed extensively and, as described above, provided second-generation therapeutic agents [100,101].
Microplasmin ThromboGenics NV Recombinant microplasmin injected into the vitreous humour of the eye Recombinant plasmin to digest gluten

Glutamine-specific cysteine protease (EP-B2) into the vitreous humour of the eye Recombinant plasmin to digest gluten

Recombinant human plasmin Talecris Biotherapeutics Recombinant plasmin Acute peripheral arterial disease, deep vein thrombosis

Recombinant plasmin Talecris Biotherapeutics Recombinant plasmin Acute peripheral arterial disease, deep vein thrombosis

Plasmin Talecris Biotherapeutics Plasma-derived plasmin Peripheral arterial occlusion, deep vein thrombosis

Recombinant plasmin (BLX-155) Biolex Recombinant plasmin Acute peripheral arterial disease, deep vein thrombosis

Recombinant human lysosomal protease, HTI-501 Halozyme Recombinant FVIIIa variant, developed with gene shuffling technology Medical and cosmetic dermatological applications

Kallikrein Wanxing Pharmaceutical Recombinant human kallikrein-1 Thrombosis, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular ischaemia

Calpain 3 Genéthon Gene therapy; adenoviral vectors containing calpain 3 Replacement therapy, calpainopathy (a limbigride muscular dystrophy)

Penzyme Zymetech Proteases that digest outer layers of skin Psoriasis, eczema and dermatitis, cosmetic dermatological use

Table 3 Novel protease therapies in clinical and preclinical development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protease</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Technology description</th>
<th>Disease indication</th>
<th>Development stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liprotamase, protease from the fungus Aspergillus melleus</td>
<td>Eli Lilly</td>
<td>A component of Trizyle™ (digestive enzymes: lipase, protease and amylase mixture)</td>
<td>Cystic fibrosis with exocrine pancreatic insufficiency</td>
<td>Phase III/NDA (New Drug Application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microplasmin</td>
<td>ThromboGenics NV</td>
<td>Recombinant microplasmin injected into the vitreous humour of the eye Recombinant plasmin to digest gluten</td>
<td>Vitreomacular adhesion</td>
<td>Phase III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamine-specific cysteine protease (EP-B2) and a proline-specific prolylendopeptidase (PEP), ALV003</td>
<td>Alvine Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Recombinant plasmin</td>
<td>Acute peripheral arterial occlusion</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microplasmin</td>
<td>ThromboGenics NV</td>
<td>Recombinant microplasmin</td>
<td>Acute peripheral arterial occlusion, deep vein thrombosis</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasmin</td>
<td>Talecris Biotherapeutics</td>
<td>Plasma-derived plasmin</td>
<td>Peripheral arterial occlusion</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant plasmin</td>
<td>Talecris Biotherapeutics</td>
<td>Recombinant plasmin</td>
<td>Peripheral arterial occlusion</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant plasmin (BLX-155)</td>
<td>Biolex</td>
<td>Recombinant plasmin</td>
<td>Acute peripheral arterial disease, deep vein thrombosis and haemodialysis graft thrombosis</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant human lysosomal protease, HTI-501</td>
<td>Halozyme</td>
<td>Recombinant FVIIIa variant, developed with gene shuffling technology</td>
<td>Medical and cosmetic dermatological applications</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallikrein</td>
<td>Wanxing Pharmaceutical</td>
<td>Recombinant human kallikrein-1</td>
<td>Thrombosis, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular ischaemia</td>
<td>Preclinical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calpain 3</td>
<td>Genéthon</td>
<td>Gene therapy; adenoviral vectors containing calpain 3</td>
<td>Replacement therapy, calpainopathy (a limbigride muscular dystrophy)</td>
<td>Discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penzyme</td>
<td>Zymetech</td>
<td>Proteases that digest outer layers of skin</td>
<td>Psoriasis, eczema and dermatitis, cosmetic dermatological use</td>
<td>Marketed for topical use, not FDA-approved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Snakes-derived proteases and inhibitors

Novel proteins that modulate haemostasis will continue to expand the pharmacopeia of proteases. A protease inhibitor hirudin, from the medicinal leech Hirudo medicinalis, has been used widely for restricting the activity of thrombin and engineered extensively for improved therapeutic properties [110]. Snake venoms and other pathogens that modify the haemostatic system, such as fleas and ticks, contain a wealth of proteases and protease inhibitors that have therapeutic potential [111]. Moreover, some of the unique features by which these novel proteases achieve their function can be applied to improve the properties of recombinant human proteins. In particular, glycosylation at sites around the active-site cleft of proteases offers the potential to prolong half-life in vivo by restricting inhibition by serpins. Notably, such glycosylation does not appear to restrict the interaction with the target substrates or their catalytic turnover, suggesting evolutionary fine-tuning that can be mimicked within the laboratory.

Ancrod is a defibrinogenating protease purified from the venom of Calloloselasma that was given FDA fast-track status in 2005. Its expression in Pichia pastoris has been demonstrated as an effective alternative to the production of the material from live snakes [112]. The active form of the protease has a remarkable half-life of 4–5 h due to its heavy glycosylation. Ancrod cleaves and inactivates most of the circulating plasma fibrinogen pool. One of the breakdown products of fibrinogen, desAA-Fibrin, is being re-evaluated [113]. Similarly, alfimeprase (Bayer), a 23 kDa zinc-containing metalloprotease with similar fibrinolytic function from Agkistrodon contortrix, has been in development despite its failure to show efficacy in two Phase III clinical trials in 2006 [114,115]. As most snake venoms contain multiple proteolytic enzymes, other possibilities for novel proteases with therapeutic applicability exist, perhaps to be used in combinations more reflective of the venoms from which they derive.

Bacterially derived protease activators

Novel protease activators may also be obtained from pathogenic bacteria. Staphylokinase is a 136-amino-acid protein produced by certain strains of Staphylococcus aureus, which was shown more than 40 years ago to have profibrinolytic properties.
The mechanism of activation of plasminogen by staphylokinase bears similarities to that of streptokinase. Staphylokinase forms a 1:1 stoichiometric complex with plasminogen, but requires conversion into staphylokinase–plasmin whereupon it becomes an extremely potent plasminogen activator [116]. Notably, the initial complex is not recognized by endogenous inhibitors and this allows the effects of the complex to be localized to sites of proteolytic activity and sustained for longer periods of time.

Despite strong in vitro results, initial tests using staphylokinase in dogs were discouraging and the protease showed limited thrombolytic potency and bleeding. Interest in the development of staphylokinase as a thrombolytic agent diminished during the 1990s, yet recently it was shown these studies were misleading because dogs are particularly sensitive to systemic fibrinolytic activation. In a randomized study compared with alteplase in patients with AMI, recombinant staphylokinase was shown to be at least as potent and significantly more fibrin selective than t-PA [117]. However, as a heterologous protein staphylokinase induces antibody formation and resistance to its repeated administration. Protein engineering has targeted the immunodominant epitopes of the molecule to minimize this limitation. Results from preclinical studies suggest that a second-generation staphylokinase may have the potential to provide an even better efficacy and safety profile and, most importantly, reduced its immunogenic response compared with earlier versions of staphylokinase as well as to some other earlier established thrombolytics.

**Improved digestion**

Oral delivery of combinations of proteases and other digestive enzymes for the treatment of pancreatic insufficiency applies to the treatment of cystic fibrosis, cancer and a number of other diseases. Replacement enzymes are derived currently from porcine pancreas extracts. However, patients can develop allergies to such extracts and thus recombinant human enzymes are desirable for treating these conditions. Trizytek™ (Eli Lilly) (formerly Altus-135) is a mixture of recombinant digestive enzymes being developed currently. Trizytek™ comprises a lipase, amylase and an alkaline elastolytic protease from the fungus Aspergillus melleus [118]. A Phase III clinical trial of Trizytek™ has been completed and the patients showed a statistically significant improvement in the coefficient of absorbed nitrogen, indicating that the protease component of the mixture was improving protein digestion.

Proteases to digest peptides in gluten may eventually be used to treat coeliac disease, which is caused by gluten hypersensitivity resulting in inflammation of the intestine [119]. A glutamine-specific cysteine endoprotease, EP-B2, and a proline-specific prolyl zinc-dependent endopeptidase, PEP (prolyl endopeptidase), are currently being developed in combination for oral therapy. These enzymes hydrolyse the immunotoxic gliadin peptides produced when gluten is hydrolysed by normal digestive enzymes. Gliadin peptides that are rich in proline and glutamine residues result from gluten digestion, and a 33-mer gliadin peptide is reported to be responsible for initiating the inflammatory cascade in coeliac disease patients [120]. PEP is expressed by various bacteria including Lactobacillus helveticus [121], which is used in cheese making, and EP-B2 is expressed in barley [122]. Combination of these proteases has been tested in a Phase I clinical trial and found to be safe in healthy volunteers.

**Cosmeceuticals and dermatology**

Recombinant human lysosomal proteinase is being developed for dermatological use. The cysteine protease cleaves collagen, but because it normally acts in the lysosome that has a pH of approx. 4.8, the enzyme has reduced activity at pH 7.4. Thus one use of this protease is to deliver it by injection in a low-pH buffer. As the pH at the injection site gradually re-equilibrates to physiological pH, the activity decreases thus minimizing any deleterious activities. Human lysosomal proteinase is currently in development for remodelling scar tissue. Penzyne is a mixture of trypsin and chymotrypsin obtained from the gastrointestinal tract of north Atlantic cod and digests the outer layers of the skin for the treatment of psoriasis, among other dermatological conditions, and shows promise.

**CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS FOR THE FUTURE**

**Protein engineering**

Proteases can be engineered to modify their half-lives through altering their interactions with other macromolecules and minimizing their antigenicity. The half-life for proteases can be improved greatly by their administration as inactive zymogens, which are larger and incapable of being removed by endogenous inhibitors. However, the extent of in vivo zymogen activation is limited and would require the active protease to be extremely potent. As observed with snake venom proteases, glycosylation can be used to sterically hinder the protease, yet this has not been tested rigorously by engineering other enzymes and the limited surface area of a protease suggests potential challenges. Protein engineering may be used to reduce the antigenicity of non-human therapeutic proteases or exogenous protein-based protease activators, such as streptokinase and staphylokinase, because the patient’s immune system does not recognize the missing protease as self [123]. Extending the therapeutic window for protease activity may produce undesirable effects due to the many physiological roles of proteases and other possible unintended consequences. For example, the t-PA variant lanetoplase was designed to have a longer half-life that would have improved clinical utility by reducing dosing frequency. However, lanetoplase was associated with severe intracranial haemorrhage, probably due to unregulated thrombolysis [124].

A comprehensive understanding of the multiple biological roles of proteases at both physiological and pharmacological levels is therefore an important component for advancing their therapeutic use. Protein engineering to sharpen and focus protease activity to only one or a few targets or sites is one promising avenue for future research.

Engineering of proteases to improve clinical utility will require a deeper understanding of their interactions with protease inhibitors. Serpins are especially significant in this respect given their abundance and strength of interaction with their target proteases using their ‘suicide-inhibition’ mechanism that destroys both the serpin and the protease in the creation of a covalent complex [125]. Coagulation, inflammation and complement are controlled by the serpins α1-antitrypsin and α1-antitrypsin and C1-inhibitor respectively [126]. In contrast, PAI-1 plays a key role in the modulation of angiogenesis and affects both wound healing and tumour growth [127]. Serpin–protease complexes are rapidly cleared from circulation by the liver where they are bound and endocytosed by LDLR (low-density lipoprotein receptor-related) proteins [128, 129]. Ligand binding by LDLR proteins is pH-dependent such that the complex dissociates in the lowered pH environment of endosomal compartments, which allows the LDLRs to be recycled back to the cell surface [130]. The abundance of inhibitors and their receptors for uptake after complex formation makes bypassing inhibition a key priority when translating the in vitro properties of proteases into in vivo and therapeutic settings. Although these restrictions can be achieved by mutagenesis of specific amino
Figure 3  The trypsin fold is the most common protease fold found in the genomes of higher organisms [186] and is the most commonly scaffold of existing therapeutic proteases

Shown is the structure of the protease domain t-PA, which like other members of the family, contains two six-stranded Greek key β-barrels lying on top of and perpendicular to one another with the active-site cleft between them [187]. Eight loops surround the catalytic triad (green) and the primary specificity pocket (red) of which five have been particularly useful targets for protein engineering. The loops above the active-site cleft near the catalytic triad (blue) make direct contacts with the substrate near the scissile bond and have been manipulated widely [188]. For reference a tripeptide inhibitor is shown in orange. The positions outside of the active-site cleft (yellow) have been engineered to restrict the interaction with macromolecular substrates and inhibitors [189]. For example, four successive alanine residue substitutions in Loop A were used to restrict the interaction of t-PA with PAI-1 [190]. Alterations within the active-site cleft have also been made to modify the properties of the protease. In thrombin such changes have been used to shift the protein to an anticoagulant with limited procoagulant functionality [64,191]. The presence or absence of protein domains attached to the protease domain can be engineered for improved therapeutic efficacy: The loops are labelled and numbered according to [192]: Loop A, residues 34–41; Loop B, residues 56–64; Loop C, residues 94–103; Loop D, residues 143–151; and Loop E, residues 74–80 in the chymotrypsin numbering system.

acids near the active site of the protease, they are difficult to find as they must not impinge upon the catalytic activity of the protease or negatively influence its interaction with its desired substrate. Another attractive approach used successfully with t-PA involves the disruption of this interaction via molecular modelling and rational design thus creating inhibitor-resistant proteases [30]. As many therapeutic proteases are members of the trypsin fold, they share similar sites amenable to engineering that alter their interaction with macromolecules (Figure 3). The following three examples of trypsin-like therapeutic proteases, thrombin, coagulation FVIIa and APC, are all in various degrees of development and illustrate key mutagenesis strategies.

Thrombin has opposing functions in haemostasis whose selective reduction can be designed for therapeutic benefit [64]. As a procoagulant, it cleaves and activates fibrinogen and protease activated receptors. When bound to TM, thrombin activates protein C whose functions are anticoagulant. Shifting the balance between these two outcomes through protein engineering of thrombin has been successful and has provided many structural and biochemical insights into the molecular mechanisms of clotting factor proteases. Initial studies defined the sites of interaction with procoagulant substrates through mutagenesis and demonstrated that these interactions could be restricted [131]. However, such changes did not sufficiently shift the balance towards generation of an anticoagulant protease. The reason for these difficulties stems, in part, from the highly allosteric nature of thrombin whose structure and catalytic properties differ based upon the presence or absence of its substrates and cofactors.

At least three forms of thrombin have been reported to exist in solution and it has been proposed that re-distribution of the relative populations of these forms is directly linked to the resulting anticoagulant potency [132,133]. Transition between forms involves the binding of the monovalent cation Na+, an abundant ion in the bloodstream, producing a high activity fast form, which is procoagulant and acts upon fibrinogen and other physiological substrates. Coagulation agents FVIIa, FIXa and FXa, as well as APC, are similarly Na+-activated enzymes yet it is unclear how the structural transitions and allosteric mechanisms in thrombin are related to these proteases and their affinity towards the cation is considerable lower [134]. In the absence of Na+, thrombin interconverts slowly between two states, with one exhibiting slow catalytic turnover behaviour, whereas the other (far less abundant) form is inactive. Forcing thrombin to adopt these alternate states through mutagenesis produces molecules whose activity requires TM binding, which produces anticoagulant properties due to a severely restricted procoagulant activity. A variety of mutations have been shown to mediate this outcome due to the highly co-operative nature of this allosteric mechanism [132,135,136]. Preliminary studies have shown Na+-dependent allosteric activation is required to build a minimal variant of Fxa, starting from a bacterial trypsin, implicating allostery as a fundamental component underlying coagulation factor protease function [137,138]. The W217A/E217A double mutant of thrombin has shown promise in a primate model of thrombosis [139]. The anticoagulant effect of the protease is heightened by its ability to act as a GPIib (glycoprotein 1b) antagonist and thus restrict platelet aggregation [140]. In contrast with thrombin, where selective reduction of activity is the goal, FVIIa requires fine-tuning to increase its activity while maintaining its underlying resistance to inhibition.

FVIIa is the focus of a number of studies that aim to increase its half-life owing to the large potential market for this protease [141,142]. Some strategies aim to stabilize FVIIa in the circulation by fusing it with larger proteins [143]. Genetic fusion with albumin to therapeutic proteins has been used successfully with cytokines, insulin and growth hormone [144–147]. Preclinical studies in rats of albumin fused to FVIIa indicates that the half-life of FVIIa could be substantially extended in vivo, and this could significantly reduce the overall dosing frequency required for a therapeutic benefit. Other strategies include N-glycan PEGylation and formulation with PEGylated liposomes [148,149]. As Ca2+ stimulates both the activity of FVIIa and its interaction with TF, mutations with a protease that mimic this effect may also prove useful [150]. Two FVIIa analogues are worth noting given the differences in their design strategy. The first involves increasing the catalytic activity of the protease, whereas the second focuses on improving targeted activation.

An increased efficacy of FVIIa is sought via gains in intrinsic activity or localization. Both approaches offer the potential to induce blood clot formation more rapidly and create thrombi that are more robust and resistant to fibrinolysis. NN1731 (vatrepacog alfa) is a triple mutant (V158D/E296V/M298Q) of FVIIa in development by Novo Nordisk [151]. Mutations introduced in the molecule are found in the serine protease domain, and the region between the EGF and protease domain that stabilizes the activated form of the protease in a state that is similar to the structural transition induced by TF [152]. These mutations stabilize burial of the N-terminus of the protease that is pivotal for the expression of its catalytic activity and the engineered form is approx. 30-fold more effective in the activation of FX in both solution and on the surface of activated platelets [151,152] As expected, stabilization of the active site of FVIIa into a more conventional trypsin-like state is
associated with an increased susceptibility to inhibition, both by small molecule and macromolecular inhibitors. NN1731 is in a Phase II clinical trial to treat haemophilia A or B patients who have developed inhibitors. Enhanced localization to sites where activity of the therapeutic protease affords another mechanism for enhancing the in vivo efficacy of FVIIa. One of the key limitations of FVIIa results from its low affinity for platelet membranes, which has been documented to be much higher in other Gla domain containing proteases and suggests an effect that could be transfected. Structure–function studies of the Gla domain of FVIIa have successfully created proteases with enhanced binding characteristics and improved procoagulant properties. For example, a mutant of FVIIa bearing five substitutions in the Gla domain has been documented as presenting more than a 150-fold increase in affinity for membranes and an approx. 40-fold gain in procoagulant activity [153]. A variant of this mutant, BAY 86-6150 (Bayer), has recently completed a Phase I clinical trial for Bayer under the name BAYY7. Gains in potency sought for FVIIa contrast with the selective reduction targeted in APC.

Therapeutic proteases need not rely solely on their proteolytic activity to achieve beneficial outcomes. The utility of APC, if controversial, has been demonstrated yet gains appear probable if the anticoagulant and cytoprotective effects can be tailored appropriately [154]. Considerable effort has been extended in engineering forms of APC to understand how its activities are mediated separately [155,156]. Two alternate strategies have been applied for their potential application in vivo. In the first, the overall activities of the protease are increased in an attempt to reduce the amount of protease administered, thus limiting the extent of the anticoagulant effect. In the second, the anticoagulant activity is abrogated leaving only the cytoprotective effect. Improving the pharmacokinetic properties of APC may accrue from limiting the extent of inhibition by endogenous inhibitors and, in particular, the serpin α1-antitrypsin that is present in blood at high concentration (150–350 mg/dl in serum) [157,158]. Active-site-cleft mutagenesis of APC showed an increased half-life and a reduction in the rate of inactivation in human plasma of 4–6-fold. Neutralization of the positively charged cluster within the protease domain restricted its interaction with FVα, while maintaining cytoprotective effects [159]. Moreover, critical residues that disrupt the interaction with PAR-1 have been defined that eliminate the cytoprotective signalling of APC without affecting its anticoagulant activity [160]. It has been shown that calcium plays a role in both the activation of protein C and the anticoagulant activity upon activation. Building upon this observation, stabilization of the calcium binding loop of APC by the addition of an engineered disulfide bond enhanced its activation and eliminated its anticoagulant activities [161]. However, the desirable anti-inflammatory activities were also reduced by these mutations highlighting the often co-operative roles for individual amino acids within the protease domain. Finally, the anticoagulant activity of APC can be reduced by mutations with the Gla domain while still allowing the construct to bind to endothelial cells [162]. APC variants that have anti-inflammatory properties, but entirely lack anticoagulant properties, may find utility in a number of inflammatory disease indications such as multiple sclerosis, ARDS (acute respiratory distress syndrome) and rheumatoid arthritis [163]. Considerable work remains to better define the non-anticoagulant mechanisms of APC to improve its clinical application.

**Delivering biologicals**

In general protein drugs are usually delivered by injection because of their size and sensitivity to denaturation. The route of protease drug delivery depends on the disease indication and location of the protease target. Most proteases are delivered intravenously as thrombolytic and coagulation events take place in blood. Thrombin may be administered topically to stop bleeding locally. No clinically used proteases act intracellularly, except for botulinum toxin that is delivered by injection into muscle and has a natural mechanism of endocytosis for cellular entry. Digestive enzymes are delivered orally due to their action in the digestive tract and the fact that they are resistant to the low pH of the stomach. For systemic applications minimally invasive delivery approaches would be desirable and, in the case of haemophilia, constitutive replacement of these proteins would be preferable to injections. We can anticipate more improvements using engineered proteases and new delivery options such as gene and cell therapy [164]. New routes of delivery could expand the safety and clinical utility of protease therapies. For example, the most common adverse event of APC therapy is bleeding. Studies of APC in an endotoxin-induced pulmonary inflammation murine model suggest that APC inhalation might be a strategy to improve lung function, while avoiding the risk of bleeding. [165]. Much like the return of plasmin, on the basis of technological gains in catheterization these improved methods of delivery may allow proteases to be used successfully in a variety of additional settings.

**Gene therapy for constitutive replacement of proteases**

The ability to deliver proteases continuously and intracellularly would expand greatly the potential clinical applications of numerous proteases. The short half-life of proteases is generally a disadvantage for their therapeutic application because it requires the protease be dosed frequently. For certain disease indications, sustained delivery via gene therapy would be desirable. Adenoviral vectors expressing FVII and FIX have been tested in rodents [166–169]. Gene therapy using adenoviral vectors to deliver F9, the gene that encodes human FIX, is now in a Phase I clinical trial [170,171]. In this study, an adenoviral vector containing F9 will be injected into the liver. Instead of correcting a deficiency of a protease, gene therapy to enhance production of tissue kallikrein is being explored to treat the hypertension and renal injury that results from chronic kidney disease and end-stage renal failure. Kallikrein is present in tissues involved in blood pressure regulation and cardiovascular function, and it cleaves kininogen to produce the nine-residue peptide bradykinin [172]. Studies in a rat model of chronic kidney failure, using recombinant adenovirus to deliver the gene that encodes human tissue kallikrein, showed that kallikrein attenuated hypertension and renal dysfunction, and protected the kidney from morphological changes [173]. The natural protective mechanisms that resist unwanted proteolysis support protease-based gene therapies.

Gene therapy for protease replacement has additional potential applications for indications that are less well recognized for the key contributions made by proteolytic enzymes. Low levels of expression of calpain 3 causes limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2A and replacement of this calcium-dependent cysteine protease using gene therapy is a potential treatment for this genetic disorder. Benefits of this strategy have been observed in a mouse model that include improved muscle contractility [174]. Lastly, LINCL (late infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis) is a lysosomal storage disorder caused by a deficiency of TPP-I (tripetidyl peptidase-I). Transgenic mouse studies that replaced TPP-I, encoded by the *TPP1* gene, demonstrated a therapeutic benefit [175,176]. Gene therapy for protease replacement therapy is a promising strategy moving forward.
Proteases can be engaged to act therapeutically in the treatment of cancer. Several groups are exploring the applications of proteases involved in apoptosis delivered using gene therapy to selectively kill cancer cells [177–179]. Activation of certain caspases, which are cysteine proteases, is one such approach. Using an expression system for caspase 8, in a model system containing the oncogenic human telomerase reverse transcriptase gene, the inhibition of tumours in mice has been observed [180]. Later experiments indicated that caspase 6, a downstream protease of caspase 8, was superior in its ability to induce apoptosis in two different malignant glioma cell lines [181]. The addition of caspase combinations to cancer cell lines may illicit synergistic results [182]. More recently, small molecule approaches to caspase activation have been demonstrated [183]. In this work, high-throughput screening was used to identify agents capable of activating directly procaspase 3 and 6, and that were subsequently capable of promoting cell death. Other apoptotic machinery has also been investigated for use as selective killing agents. For example, granzyme B, a serine protease typically found in the secretory vesicles of natural killer cells, is suggested as an effector domain for immunotoxins that has been actively pursued [184]. Such strategies may become more robust following additional advances in our ability to selectively deliver molecules into the cytosol of target cells.

THE OUTLOOK FOR PROTEASE THERAPEUTICS

The therapeutic use of proteases over the past several decades has provided clinical results that clearly suggest a bright future for their expanded use. When administered in their active form, proteases can have a biological half-life on the scale of minutes and this can be extended by several hours using one of several approaches. Protease engineering has been, and will continue to be, used successfully to modify their properties. The therapeutic benefits of protease drugs need not solely arise from their primary proteolytic functions and they can be applied in situations where they are not normally involved. Importantly, proteases can be administered in conjunction with conventional small molecule therapies. Similarly, proteases can be formulated with other proteins and not destroy them before administration to the patient. From a design standpoint, both human and non-human sources of proteases can be antigenic and this response depends on factors based on the composition of the protease itself, length of time exposed in circulation and both the number and amount of doses required. Proteases that are designed to have a diminished reactivity with endogenous inhibitors is a promising strategy to optimize the therapeutic benefits of proteases, yet their effects must be balanced against the potential for unwanted proteolysis and undesirable consequences. Lastly, topical administration or low levels of expression may present new opportunities for protease replacement therapies for some of these orphan diseases akin to the use of glycosidases [185]. With further advances in our understanding of protease functions and properties coupled with improvements in protein engineering, we can expect that many more protease therapeutics will gain regulatory approval and make significant contributions in healthcare in the near-term.
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